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I have always enjoyed writing; I have always been passionate about activism. Finding a 

way to weave the two together has always been a dream of mine; I think I am beginning to do it.  
 

The editorial I wrote, titled “The Menstrual Crisis Facing Our Education System” was 
recently published in my local progressive news outlet, The Capitol Times. The Capitol Times is 
a regional newspaper that is quite popular in the Madison area. 
 

Just about a week ago I enthusiastically purchased over ten copies of the printed version 
eager to see my name in print; but before I reflect on this experience, let me describe how this 
all began. Whilst I was creating the building blocks of my campaign, I learned that multiple other 
youths have published their articles in news outlets. As I ‘modestly’ consider myself a writer, this 
seemed like a reasonably attainable goal. With a bit of uncertainty, I jumped into the seemingly 
endless cycle of researching, writing, revising, editing, deleting, and quitting in frustration. Once 
I completed this self journey, which took me multiple days, I partook in possibly the most 
dreaded portion of any creative process… proofreading alongside other people! Truly 
harrowing, I revised and edited my editorial with a few writing coaches, teachers, and trusted 
friends. After going through the strong and not-so-strong parts of the piece, it was ready to 
submit my article to the Cap Times. Attached to a kindly written note explaining my vision, 
mission, and overarching goals, my piece was sent to all of the opinion editors. The most 
nerve-wracking part of the whole experience is waiting for a response! You know very well that 
people have not only read your work, but judged, analyzed, and debated its merit, or lack 
thereof. After a solid two days of self-doubt and a fluctuating mental state, I received the fateful 
email. Sluggishly editing an article for my school newspaper, I reached for my mug of coffee and 
noticed the bright notification illuminating my phone. “New Notification from Gmail.” My heart 
dropped; I picked up my phone and anxiously logged into my email anticipating the worst, yet 
hoping for the absolute best. Under the heading, the bolded letters read, “Maggie, your column 
will be published in the Capitol Times both online and in print.” I wish I could describe more 
details from this moment, but it was honestly a blur: I can recall jumping around the library I was 
stationed in, hugging my peers, and calling my mother to deliver the good news. From then on, 
things moved very quickly; I sent in a ‘mugshot’ of myself, corrected the revisions that the 
editors suggested, and waited. Waited. Lingered. Sat tight. Anticipated. Nervously checked the 
Capitol Times website until, “Oh my god!” They published it around 2:30 in the afternoon and I 
was so excited that I nearly burst into tears. I of course shared it on my social medias, thanked 
my writing instructors and peers, as well as sent a series of nonsensical texts to my friends. The 
next week, I hauled an excessive amount of printed newspapers back home and read through 
them all - despite being the same version. That brings us to today, still incredibly excited, 
arguably more so.  
 

After emerging from this haze of pride, anticipation, nerves, and animation, I can 
confidently reflect on this experience. Firstly, it is such an immense honor to be published in a 



legitimate newspaper. I am literally speechless. Secondly, I learned a multitude of things not just 
about writing, but about media; and thirdly, this process can be frustrating.  
 

You’ll want to and probably will delete 97 percent of what you write. The biggest 
judges of our own work and progress is ourselves. Despite sounding cheesy, there is a large 
truth to it; this truth is only amplified when put in the context of art. Due to the subjectivity, it is so 
much easier to judge your work, as there is no objective right or wrong. On one hand, I 
absolutely adore this about the arts: it is where diversity and beauty emerge; on the other hand, 
it gives us all the more reason to judge ourselves. Like many writers, I tend to essay what I feel 
is the most profound work of the century, and a minute later disagree with nearly every word 
expressed on the page. While this causes the process to take longer, I feel that it usually 
inspires a better outcome. I have never been one to settle: not in work, not in school, or sports 
or even television shows! Settling for a piece of writing that you cannot back up 100% is not 
worth your time. In order to be proud of a piece, you have to be not only satisfied, but eager to 
put your name at the top. This motivation should not be for awards or recognition, but for a 
sense of personal accomplishment. This ‘personal accomplishment’ is different for everyone, 
but is rooted in intrinsic values.  
 

Personally, I wanted my piece to be published due to the impact it could have on my 
community. Achieving menstrual equity is something that I am incredibly passionate about, and 
finding outlets to snag the attentions of others promotes that mission. Through this process, I 
have received many messages thanking me for bringing this issue to light and making people 
question ideals that they had never pondered before. Reining in other advocates was my goal, 
and I think I did so successfully.  
 

In the spirit of keeping this short, I want to leave you with one final thought: Don’t be 
afraid to start over. Sometimes, things don’t work out; in fact, most times things don’t work out, 
at least the first time around! You have to go through drafts upon edits, upon revisions, upon 
mental breakdowns until you can finally produce a version that you are happy with. Don’t be 
afraid to make changes in order to avoid settling for something that you aren’t passionate about. 
 

I encourage everyone to make their passions and ambitions visible to the rest of the 
world, using whatever medium is preferred: an editorial, video, visual art piece, composition, or 
something completely new.  
 
If you are interested in reading my article that was published in the Capitol Times, click 
the link below:  
https://madison.com/ct/opinion/column/maggie-di-sanza-the-menstrual-crisis-facing-our-educati
on-system/article_fc9951d3-b09e-54aa-bc40-28454d4406bb.html  
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